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I find in listening to the recordings of Grandpa Whitey 
that he forged his own rough-hewn path. He begins, 

leading us onward, in the first tape:

I came on down across the Little Colorado to see the Grand 
Canyon. Now, Green River is where the Canyon starts. You gotta 
cross a narrow bridge way, and I wanted to get to the bottom where 
the ranch was. 

Now, nobody had seen much of that wild country, and there 
was no better way to see it in all its glory than on my bike! Still, I 
knew I’d have to cross into Navajo country. I knew I could knock 
around Lake Mead or head to the Canyon Rim. South of the Canyon 
is completely unspoiled. There are a few horse trails, of course, but 
those would be pretty rough for my bike. I was wantin’ to get into 
Cataract Canyon, but I knew I probably shouldn’t, seenin’ as those 
parts were governed by Havasupai Indians. They’d soon as stop ya, 
and if they don’t like your looks, they’ll make ya turn around and go 
back where you came from. 

Well, anyways, I got lost exploring and found myself somewhere 
in the inner canyon. I can’t tell you where exactly, but I met up 
with one of the Natives stationed to keep people from coming into the 
village down there. I believe it might had been over by Peach Springs. 
But I can’t recall exactly. 

Well, he asks what my business is, and I just let him know I 
wanted to find me a place where I could sit and have my coffee and a 
peanut-butter-and-jelly sandwich. 

He says to me: “Well, this is our home. I appreciate you wantin’ 
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to see our village. But so many people come up in here wantin’ every-
body to pose for pictures. They just walk right into our houses without 
any respect or manners at all. If you want to go up there, it’s alright. 
But don’t take any pictures unless you have permission.” 

I thanked the man, and it all made sense to me at the time. I 
found a kind of rim where I could sit a spell. There were oak trees 
and maple trees and the sun was filtering through the parapet. I sat 
up there thinking I didn’t come here to invade their privacy. I didn’t 
come here as a tourist to take pictures. Perhaps I rather considered 
it disrespectful. Rude, if you asked me. So, I took my bike, packed up, 
and headed back where I started out from. Wouldn’t you know it but 
that same man was still there at his station! I stopped and chatted 
with him a while, thinking of how I might come up this a way during 
huntin’ season. I wanted to know how much the fee was, and if there 
was an additional fee for the catch. I guess I must have made a favor-
able impression upon him. Because then he says, “If you do come 
back, we’ll get you in for a hunt. Who knows, you might be lucky in 
providence.” 

I’ve been back there a time or two since. I’d like to take some 
various and sundry kids up this way one day.

I got to thinking it might be a good idea to prowl around the 
Canyon a little while longer. It was getting near on to darkness and 
besides it was starting to get a bit drizzly. I headed down south and 
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found me a ledge to sleep under. I had stowed my bike where I could 
get to it. The road was just too damn narrow to take it through.

I just got myself situated when it started in raining. Well, that 
didn’t concern me much as I had a little fire goin’ and, if I had to, I 
could wait it out two or three days. 

Let me tell you, I got worried when the water started creeping 
in, filling my boots and extinguishing my fire. I was stuck there not 
knowing if my bike was washed away or what. There was nothin’ I 
could do but wait out the rain. Well, that was goin’ to turn out to be 
a while. I finally did get myself out of the mud and squashed up to 
where I had my bike stashed. Safe and sound, a bit dirty mind you, 
but she started up A OK. I was pretty happy to be on the road again, 
let me tell you! 

Hearing my grandfather describe his “bike” trip into the Grand 
Canyon made me curious to find out what kind of bike he rode back in 
1926. I soon discovered the “bike” was actually an early model motor-
cycle. I also found out he was president of the Pasadena Motorcycle 
Club of America. Where else did he travel on his bike? I’m not sure, 
but I did find a souvenir token of “the Gypsy tours.” Was this his 
prize? I never did uncover any evidence that this might be so, but it 
did lead me to find out more about the infamous “Gypsy tours.” From 
what I can gather, motorcycle enthusiasts from all over the country 
would gather together, choose a destination, and lead a merry chase 
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throughout the countryside, spending days on the road, camping 
overnight, some with sidecars attached for their wives or girlfriends. 

As far as I can tell, Grandpa rode alone. His life was “rough, 
tough, and rarin’ to go.” And from what I learn next, life was 
not always easy. 

Bike and “washtub” ready to go. 

“Perfect Score” medal from the 1923 Gypsy Tour
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Grandpa relates:
Too many people, way too many people, still remember the 

early 1930s. 

There was a worldwide depression and very few people under 50 
years of age can conceive of the hardships imposed upon us. Thousands 
upon thousands of people literally lived from hand to mouth. To get 
on a payroll and have state employment was unbelievable. You took 
what work you could get at whatever the employer was willing to 
give. All over the country of the United States, and the world as well, 
there were so many people out of work there was no such thing as 
bargaining for wages or what a man could be paid for contractual 
work. Even so, you often had to take your chances and hope to win 
out a job along with hundreds of others. 

I had no family, no small children, and no wife to hold me in one 
place and I, too, joined the hundreds and thousands throughout the 
United States looking for work.

I was an oil field employee, and when the industry ground to a 
halt in 1930, I took a bedroll, coffeepot. and skillet and went hunting. 
Many like I was did not have the responsibility of a family, and if 
we were working in Oklahoma and the work shut down, we’d go to 
Kansas or Texas, or even New Mexico. We drifted like leaves. 

When we had a little inkling of work here or there, maybe 500 
miles, even 1500 miles away, we would go. We had to eat. Some 
managed for food one way or another. I myself adopted a policy 
of making it to the back door of the bakery when the crew arrived, 
which was somewhere between midnight and dawn. I would see what 
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I could get from yesterday’s baking. I could manage on a couple loaves 
of bread and maybe a generous snack of sweet rolls for five cents. 

Then there was fuel for the automobile. Almost everybody carried 
a twenty-five-gallon barrel or drum, and being familiar with the oil 
field signs along the highway would tell you where the gas lines were. 
We would follow those lines until we found a “drip.” 

Now, a drip is a built-in device. It condenses out of natural gas 
into a form of gasoline, which everyone referred to as “drip gas.” It 
was a highly volatile fuel, which could ruin an engine if you used it 
straight. So, we usually managed what was known as red engine oil. 
Lubricant oil, a cheap lubricant meant for slow-moving engines. You 
would mix a couple of quarts of the lubricating oil to each drum of 
drip gasoline. It cut down the knock and cause of valve and piston 
burning, which you would get out of the raw drip gas. 

To get work, you had to be presentable. You could manage every 
two or three days in the summertime if you would find a creek or 
a river where you could wash what few clothes you had and wash 
yourself. Almost all of this wandering army of job hunters made a 
great effort to keep clean. It was so evident from watching others that 
if you were looking for a job, even if it was nothing but pick-and-
shovel work and the foreman kept away from you, wrinkling his nose 
because you were sweaty and dirty. That was evidence that you were 
not likely to find a job. People who got jobs were expected to be a little 
cleaner and a little neater. 

In those days, you did not confine yourself to oilfields alone in 
seeking employment. Anything that looked like it might be a job you 
investigated. 

Anywhere from farms, small shops, to big manufacturing 
complexes and there was a chance to work. 

I wound up in Las Vegas, by way of Los Angeles, in late 1930. I 
had first gone to Los Angeles because I had family living there. My 
older brother Lindley was one who was in the same circumstances 
as I. We were doing anything to earn a little money to put in the 
family kitty to help the cause along. We heard of a project near Las 
Vegas, Nevada, along the Colorado River. They’d been working on 
it for a number of years, going up at Boulder Canyon. The project 
involved using water to generate electricity. It had finally got off the 
drawing board and work was due to start. Nobody seemed to know 
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exactly when work would begin, but my brother and I decided to 
go out and look it over. So, we put another bedroll and stew pot in 
the car and went to Las Vegas. It was cold and wet, and part of the 
wet was slushy wet snow. We had nothing for shelter except inside 
the automobile, which was a coupe with a rumble seat. It wasn’t the 
most comfortable place to spend the night, and we did spend a couple 
nights sitting out the rain and snow. 

Other nights, we stayed outside on the ground. We didn’t have 
any money for a tent. We didn’t have any money for what they called 
a “poll tax” either. One of the things we found out was that when you 
crossed into Nevada county line, you had to pay the “poll tax.” I don’t 
remember exactly where we got that money, but I think we must have 
borrowed it from family living someplace along the coast. 

Now, while getting our “poll tax” funds, we were going across the 
Nevada state line somewhere between midnight and daylight. There 
was a desert jackrabbit that bounded out into the road and the car hit 
him. First thing that crossed my mind was meat in the pot. I jumped 
out on the driver’s side and my brother jumped out of the other side, 
and we headed toward the front of the automobile. We listened real 
close. We heard a thumping noise. We went over there and caught a 
glimpse, so we started chasing him. He was quite active, even though 
he did have a broken leg. We literally ran that jack rabbit down. It 
was one of the blackest of black nights I have ever known. Through all 
sorts of thorny, stickery desert vegetation, rocks, ditches—you name 
it.

We kept after that old grandfather jack rabbit until we caught 
him. 

We cleaned and dressed him in what I call “hog dressing.” We 
disemboweled him, beheaded him, took his feet off, and rolled him in 
a piece of canvas and took him to Las Vegas with us. 

I pause and cannot fathom such deprivation and hunger. To 
illustrate just how bleak things must have been, Grandfather 
continues his story.

We made camp out in the desert between Las Vegas and Henderson. 
This camp was nothing in the world except for mosquito bush. We 
rolled off the road and leveled the dirt enough to spread our bedrolls. 
We had a couple gallon jugs, maybe three for water and the rest. Well, 
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that was our home. We made do while waiting for work to start. We 
got jobs digging power-line postholes, digging dead manholes, grading 
and leveling dirt. We made the ground level so they could put in a 
substation for the proposed dam. 

I didn’t know it, the dam but my grandfather was refer-
ring to came to be the Hoover Dam, which I discovered much 
later. He says that he and “thousands of idle men” went to work 
putting in highways and railway lines. 

Employers took advantage of the fact that hundreds and 
thousands were willing to work three shifts if they could. Work 
was proceeding around the clock.

A crew would be working on the job, a crew would be 
coming to the job, and a crew would be leaving the job site, 
all at once. You’d take any position, any pay for the privilege 
of working, and most certainly the wages paid accurately rep-
resented the fact that men had gotten to the point where they 
would willingly suffer almost any indignity including low, low 
wages in order to be on the payroll at all. 

Well, one day I got more than I could take from a foreman who 
was taking advantage of the circumstances to those of us who were on 
the bottom rung of the ladder. This foreman was riding me off the job. 
I knew it and wasn’t sure why, until I thought later perhaps he might 
have been directed from above to do that. After all, there were plenty 
of other men who he had dismissed from the job. 

Now, you have to remember, back then we thought Herbert 
Hoover was a dirty word, and he took a lot of blame for the depres-
sion and lack of opportunity. I myself did not think he was guilty of 
so many things and said so. The contractor stood on the opposite side 
of the fence and this, I believe lost me my job. That put me very close 
to what I call a murderous mood. When I tried to take it out physi-
cally with the foreman, he wouldn’t stand up and be counted. He just 
told me I could sit and cool off in the office. 

From here, I could see he was filling out a dismissal slip. 

 Now, from the window of that office, I saw that there was 
some dynamite just sitting there on the job site. The dynamite was 
being used for purposes of the railway grade. So, while he was writing 
out that little slip, I loaded four boxes of dynamite into my car. I 
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made certain he could see me putting that dynamite in the car from 
that little window. At the time, I didn’t have much of an idea what I 
was going to do with that dynamite. I had no fuse or blasting caps. It 
was highly possible I couldn’t set off that dynamite if I tried.

I never found out exactly what he did with all that dyna-
mite, either. At one point, Grandfather relates that he had to 
sell that car. Was the dynamite still in the car as the new owner 
drove off? I can just imagine.

I’m beginning to understand that Grandpa had an “adven-
turesome” nature. He shares that during “the family breakup,” 
when he rode the rails with his father, William Henry Guyer. I 
don’t know what other work they had, but Grandpa proclaims 
he was an “oil derrick man.” He describes standing on a plat-
form “eighty feet in the air”:

My job was to pull out the pipe and run it back in the hole, drill-
ing down to a lower bit pipe, which when you got to the bottom of the 
oil well it would pump fluid through that pipe and deliver it to the 
surface. Now, I was lifting that pipe one day, and it was pure care-
lessness on my part. I fell out into an opening with nothing but air, 
and the heavy timber down in the jury rig. I had been witness to any 
number of occasions on which the derrick man fell out—and it was 
always the end of the road. But as I fell, there was a stand of pipe 
still hanging from the hoist. I fell on my arms and my legs wrapped 
around that stand of drill pipe, and I just used it to slip on down to 
the floor of the platform. 

The way he describes his near-death fall is so nonchalant I 
find myself wondering how he survived working the oil rigs at 
all. I guess he just thought as he states:

The carelessness on my part was I couldn’t reach the elevator 
latch of the hoisting equipment with my safety belt on. So, I took it 
off and went up the side of the derrick. All I needed to do was to reach 
on over the latch and come back down to the derrick platform again. 
But there was a little slip of my foot or something that threw me off 
balance. What I should have sent for a little piece of rope or some-
thing and secured myself to the side of the derrick. But I had done the 
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same thing on numerous occasions; I didn’t think it was necessary to 
take those precautions. I was just fortunate to fall as I did.

What is even more incredulous is the fact he “talked about 
it briefly with the foreman and went back out on the job.” In 
those days, there wasn’t any such thing as worker’s compen-
sation, or OSHA. Nobody was looking after Grandpa but 
himself. That much is evident as he continues to search for 
more work in the oil fields. Resourceful as always, he finds out 
by reading the Oil and Gas Journal at the local library there 
may be a wildcat well up near Denver. He comments that he 
made up his mind that 14 miles “wasn’t too great a distance to 
walk,” and he took up his “best travelin’ bag” with him.

Inside that bag I put my Sunday best, clean soap to wash up, a 
small hand mirror, and a piece of stainless for shaving. I thought it 
was important to appear respectable.

I have never been much of a clothes horse and didn’t usually get 
all dressed up on Sundays. We didn’t belong to any church; we only 
read the bible at home with my mother. There was always a question 
in my mind why there was any difference between religions. I was 
curious about different creeds, so sometimes I’d just drop in on some 
church. Most didn’t seem to question the sincerity of any membership. 

The majority of preachers, parsons, and what have you that 
talked with their teeth out and nothing else. 

Grandpa reports that he made his way into a little town, 
Orchard, Colorado. Back then, he says, “It was just a little beet 
town—open country everywhere for raising sugar beets. It had 
a school, post office, and a grocery store. Well, I guess there 
was a hardware store where you could buy bandages, aprons, 
salt, aspirin, and maybe a shovel.” 

He explains that he became acquainted with some of the 
folks living there. One person he mentions by name is Joe 
Mittendorf. Apparently, he was “just kickin’ about with Joe, 
playing penny-ante poker. If you wanted to become friends 
with any of the contractors who were doing work you had to 
be part of this ‘gab fest.’” 

Boy that sounds familiar. That’s what today we’d call 
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“networking.” Grandpa finds out that one contractor, known 
as Smith—had a contract to build three derricks out at a “dis-
covery well.” He comments that there is a promoter to the 
project named Albert Grandbouche. I find out this detail is 
very important later on. 

Grandpa continues:

First thing in the morning after a plate of hotcakes, I hunted 
down Smith and told him I’d like to join his crew of builders to work 
in the derricks. He asked me if I’d done any of this kind of work before, 
and I told him I’d worked to build ’em and tear ’em down. I told him, I 
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can do any sort of job, given enough time. “Well,” replies Smith, “How 
good are you at mixing concrete?” I said I could do that, too.

I’d rather eat meals regularly as to try to find my “special choice” 
of a job. 

I think it likely, however, that somewhere back in my ancestry, 
my ancestors in Ireland learned how to walk upright by clasping the 
handles of a wheelbarrow! Maybe so. Anyhow they didn’t pass any 
such notions to me!

Well, guess what? Grandpa did end up working for Smith, 
pouring concrete foundations for oil derricks. Grandfather 
very specific in describing the way an oil derrick had to be 
built back then. I doubt I understand exactly, which is why I 
am so very grateful I discovered so many pictures of those oil 
rigs being built. 

To accompany these pictures, Grandpa says:

Derricks are built from the ground up. Section by section so that 
the builder doesn’t have to go looking for parts or come down from 
the derrick to get the next piece. You see, on top of the “gin pole” is a 
line and pulley which doubles back to the ground. This hoists the steel 
into the derrick. 

First the floor pieces stand up legs on each corner. Then you 
would put interlacing steel in. It was not a very complicated job, but 
there were certain rules you had to follow in putting the nuts and 
bolts in line. 

He comments that the crew never made any remarks but 
put him in a separate corner of the derrick to work all by 
himself. He says:

They kept a pretty careful eye on me. I was sitting there 
eating lunch and the foreman says, “You’ve done this kind of work 
before. When Smitty picked us up for work this morning he said 
we might have a weevil comin’ out, so keep your eyes open.” Now 
in the oilfields, a weevil is a greenhorn. He’s never done any of 
the work before. And as most of the work in the oil fields is haz-
ardous, everybody is gun-shy of the weevil. They can get hurt or 
hurt other people. 

I know I’d want a well-seasoned worker beside me if I were 
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to be “building up the pole” as Grandpa describes putting up 
the scaffolding for the oil rig. 

“Forty feet by five-six section, and then another, and another, 
until you got to the top of derrick some 125 feet up. Now, there was a 
chain held to stabilize the scaffold, which went to the far end of the 
derrick. There would be no steel there surrounding you—only wide-
open spaces. The legs went up first, some seven feet at a time. Then the 
next, fourteen feet, and so on. There would be a man there to pick up 
the leg on the far corner and put the steel pieces on top.

Now, there were cups which held those legs and another man 
would use a spud wrench to fasten the bottom legs. Everybody knew 

what to do and how to pass the next piece up the line and where 
everybody else is, so it goes quite smoothly. There are the grids, which 
go straight across. Each man can carry these on his shoulder and 
slide ’em down, corner by corner. They’ll get bolted down, using the 
right hand to start the bolt and the left to start the nut. We wouldn’t 
tighten these too much just yet. They’d be pretty “loose goosey.” We 
get to the top, the crown of the derrick, and then start “walkin’ the 
planks.” It takes a considerable amount of caution being up some 165 
feet in the air with nothing around you to hold onto. You’d just get 
used to it, balancing on four-by-ten-inch boards. You don’t really 
have the sense of doin’ anything risky. You just do it naturally, like 
scratching’ your head.

Maybe Grandpa got used to it, but just looking at these 
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pictures makes me dizzy! Now, I am not sure how long 
Grandpa did this work, but he shares that he knew pretty soon 
there would not be any more “rig building work.” Even when 
he went to the drilling contractor, there “wasn’t any way he 
could get in.” Left with few options, Grandpa states he just 

“had to find a way to make it through the winter.”

I met up with a man who had worked the wells up in Fort Collins. 
He had rigged up an eight-by-ten tent with a fly over it to keep the 
snow out. Now, he was bein’ laid off and Continental Oil was letting 
go of all their crew except the roustabouts. 

So, I approached him to purchase his tent and living quarters. 
He had permission to build on the back-lot attic of a residence in 
Orchard. Well, it was alright by him if it was alright with the people 
who had given him permission to build the tent on their property. I 
just said I would endeavor not to be a nuisance. I just wanted a place 
to come inside when it snowed. I had heard that it might snow some 
there in Colorado. 

Well, anyways, I got permission, and he let me have a little three-
quarter bed he had in there, a little cast-iron heater and sheet iron, 
which could be used to set on it for baking. I then went to the hard-
ware store to buy a single shot .22 rifle and long .22 ammunitions as 
there were plenty of rabbits and pheasant in that part of the country. 
There were also plenty of potholes in the Rocky Mountain streams, 
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where there would be fish and waterfowl. So, I figured I was pretty 
much set on meat.

I then managed to strike a deal with a man who had an automo-
bile. He’d gather and haul wood, if I would cut and split it. The only 
thing I needed was bedding to sleep on. Now, I went over to one of the 
drilling rigs. I knew there was a big piece of rope laying around that 
they used called a “catline.” This is a big heavy piece of rope, maybe 50 
or 60 feet with some left over. Each of these is shipped to the wildcat 
wells, and is sewn into a gunny sack-like material. I took one of those 
and doubled the end, and sewed it together to make it into a blanket 
for my bed. 

I can’t imagine a blanket made from a gunny sack would 
be at all warm or comfortable. If it’s all you’ve got, then, as 
Grandpa says, “You gotta make do.” He goes on to describe 
making a mattress of sorts to sleep on.

Now, I knew there were three other sets of those sacks laying 
around. They were pretty dirty, just being thrown on the ground, but 
I took ’em anyways. I sewed those together to make a sort of sack. 
Now, in that part of the country, they grow a lot of corn, mostly to 
feed animals. I met up with a man who ran the grain elevator. I asked 
him if I could have some of the corn husks left over from shuckin’ the 
corn. “Sure,” he says, “but what are you gonna do with ’em?” “Well,” 
I said, “I’m gonna make me a mattress with ’em.” He asks me then if 
there is something special about a mattress made outta corn husks? I 
told him, “Well, it’s sure a lot better than no mattress at all!” 

I hear in my grandfather’s voice, a dry sense of humor—
irony at this situation. He goes on to describe how he makes 
friends with the grain-elevator operator, his wife and other 
folks he comes to know. He describes that:

In those times, nobody had anything in the way of money to pay 
for things. We all had a little system of trade. I’d help with unload-
ing the corn, and he’d let me have some “broken beans,” Those were 
beans going up the elevator shaft to be put into bags. Some of ’em fell 
off and broke. Those couldn’t be shipped or sold. I put these in some 
bags and shared ’em with some of the other oilfield roans around 
town. Perhaps it sounds like times were a little harsh. It was a hand-
to-mouth existence. I can’t actually think of a way to describe it to 
my kids or grandkids. I can tell them about it, but they can’t conceive 
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what actually went on. There wasn’t any comfort or rockin’ chair. 
There wasn’t anything that guaranteed you were going to keep on 
living.

In this comment, I find myself in agreement. There is no 
way I could possibly envision an existence so bleak as to hear 
how he “stitched up the sides of those gunnysacks and found 
some house paper. This was used for weather proofing. This I 
stitched in to keep warm.” In this comment, I hear again a long 
pause in his ancient, wise voice. He goes on to say:

I did a great deal of trading. I helped do a lot of things for a lot 
of people. 

If anybody needed help, I was willing to help. Hauling beets, 
digging ditches with a team and wagon. I always tried to do some-
thing that was of some value to the individual. And, I never got any 
complaints that anybody got the short end of the deal.

I can’t rightly remember all the different jobs I did. I do remem-
ber doing some work for the lady of the house where I was living. She 
let me have an old mill, which I then used to grind corn into corn-
meal. That was the corn that fell off the shelves and couldn’t be meat 
for the pot.


